Multifractality of random walks in the theory of vehicular traffic.
We investigate the origin of the experimentally observed multifractal scaling of vehicular traffic flows by studying a hydrodynamic model of traffic. We first extend and apply the formalism of generalized Hurst exponents H(q) to the case of random walkers that not only diffuse but rather also undergo nonlinear convection due to interactions with other walkers. We recover analytically, as expected, that H(q) equals 12 for a single random walker starting at the origin whose probability density function satisfies Burger's equation. Despite this result for a single walker, we find that for a collection of nonlinearly convecting diffusive particles, transient effects can give rise to multiscaling at given time scales for many initial conditions. In the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards hydrodynamic model of traffic, this multiscaling effect becomes more prominent for smaller diffusion constants and larger speed limits. We discuss the relevance of these findings for the realistic scenario of traffic that flows from small roads to large highways and vice versa, where transient effects can be expected to play a significant role.